: Estimates of information transmission rates (s) between classes of individual using the top model (Table S2 ) and run for each aviary separately. Each network fit an s parameter to the social network links from individuals of a given class (e.g. parents) to another class (e.g.
offspring). The top model constrained s parameters for edges from juveniles (marked by a *) to 0 (i.e. the model was an 'adults only' model). 
SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Inferring the social network
We constructed the social network using the following method: 
Network-based diffusion analysis (NBDA)
In the standard NBDA model [S4-S6] , the rate at which an individual adopts a new trait is estimated as a function of its connections to knowledgeable individuals ("demonstrators"). The effect of these demonstrators is scaled by the parameter s, which is the rate of transmission per unit of social network connection to demonstrators. The multi-NBDA model builds on this by including multiple candidate networks, each of which can have a different value for s (cf different rates of transmission through different networks) [S7] . We partitioned the zebra finch foraging association network into eight networks (given in the main text, see also Table 3) , each representing a sub-network of the complete foraging network from each aviary and containing a single class of edges (see Figure S1 ). Each network contained the full set of individuals, where those that were not connected to any edges of the given class (for example adults in a juvenileto-juvenile network) were isolates (i.e. not connected to anyone). We also tested asocial learning models (i.e. no edges in the network) and models of undifferentiated or "homogeneous" social transfer (i.e. fully-connected network where every edge = 1). We used the continuous variant of multi-NBDA, and included either a constant or varying (i.e. becoming faster or slower) baseline rate of transmission over time. We combined the data from the two aviaries when estimating parameter values (using each aviary's network with its diffusion data), and included "aviary" as an asocial parameter to account for potential differences in transmission rates between them. We used model-averaging to evaluate different hypotheses and estimate transmission rates through each network. The parameters for each model were fitted using the optim function in R.
Equations
We used a recently-developed variant of network-based diffusion analysis (NBDA) that allows transmission rates to be quantified across multiple candidate networks [S7] . The functional form of this model for M networks is given by:
where ! ! ! is the baseline rate of acquisition (herein referred to as asocial learning when ! = 0), ! ! is the rate of social transmission through the edges given by network !, ! !"# is the edge weight between individuals ! and ! in network ! (all networks had the same ! individuals, but all ! !" = 0 for nodes that were not connected to edges represented in network !, such as adults in networks v and viii (see Table 3 )), and ! ! ! is the status of individual ! at time t (0 = naive, 1 = informed). Because diffusions occurred in different aviaries, we also included an asocial variable !" ! = !! ! , where ! ! is an indicator variable showing whether individual ! was in aviary 2 (! ! = 1) or aviary 1 (! ! = 0), to account for potential differences in baseline rates of learning between the two aviaries. If models containing this asocial variable are better supported than models not containing it (see below), then it suggests that individuals' learning rates varied between the two aviaries. The estimated parameter value gives the differences in rates (i.e. difference in intercept of the baseline or asocial learning rate). We also included both additive and multiplicative models in our model-averaging procedure. Additive models assume that individuals acquire the novel trait as a direct consequence of observation, while multiplicative models assume that social learning occurs indirectly, e.g. by knowledgeable individuals attracting naïve ones to the novel foraging task, where the latter then learn from their own experience. Multiplicative models therefore use the aviary asocial parameter as a variation both in the intercept of the learning rate over time as well as the slope due to the increase in social learning over time across the two aviaries. Our models are given by the following equations:
for additive, and:
for multiplicative models, where !"# !" ! is set to 0 in models without the asocial parameter included (see model averaging below). Because we found very little support for multiplicative models (<0.01% of the Akaike weight), we only included the results of these in the supplemental results (Tables S4 & S5 ).
We also included models testing for asocial-only learning (all edges in all networks were set to 0) and for undifferentiated social learning (all edges in all networks were set to 1). When testing hypotheses, such as whether individuals learnt only from adults and/or from juveniles, we summed the Akaike weights of all models in each category. All analyses were conducted in R, and model parameters were fitted to the data using the optim function.
Model averaging
We used model averaging to answer two questions: 1) Which are the major pathways of information transfer? and 2) Does information transmission differ through different social ties?
We first constructed every possible model with all combinations of the following factors:
• Social transmission model (additive or multiplicative)
• Baseline, or asocial, learning rate (constant or non-constant)
• Network type (foraging-association or homogeneous)
• Asocial parameters (effect of aviary or no asocial parameter)
• Constrained rates (transmission from all individuals, from adults only, or from juveniles only) (used to evaluate question 1)
• Varying transmission rates (same s or different s) (used to evaluate question 2)
This resulted in 96 unique models, each of which was fitted to the data. In addition, we included 4 models of asocial transmission (with variants for additive/multiplicative, constant/nonconstant), in which all s values were constrained to 0.
Using log-likelihood of the fit of the model to the data, we calculated the AIC values for each model, and ranked models based on the AICc values. From the resulting AIC values, we then calculated the relative support (e -0.5*ΔAIC ). The Akaike weight for that model was the relative support divided by the sum of the relative support for all models.
To measure the Akaike support for each hypothesis, we summed the Akaike weights for all models containing that hypothesis. For example, the support for foraging association versus homogeneous networks is the sum of the weight of the models where the input networks were the observed foraging associations, divided by the total sum of Akaike weights (shown as the row sums in Table 1 ). In Figure S1 , we show the different models used to evaluate question 1 (all, adult only, or juvenile only networks) and question 2 (same s vs different s). These 6 combinations were fit with each combination of social transmission model (additive vs multiplicative), baseline learning rate (constant vs non-constant), network type (association vs homogeneous), and asocial parameters (aviary effect vs no aviary effect). Support for same s versus different s was calculated as the sum of the weights of the 48 models containing same s versus the sum of the weights of the 48 models containing different s. Similarly, network type consisted of 32 models for each different possible combination of network (all, adults only, juveniles only).
